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Introduction 

Facile synthesis of electrochemically active Pt 

nanoparticle decorated carbon nano onions   

Haibo Lu,
a,b

 Paul K. Eggers,
b,c

 Christopher T. Gibson,
c
 Xiaofei Duan,

d Robert N. 
Lamb,

d
 Colin L. Raston

c
 and Hui Tong Chua*

a
, 

Well dispersed platinum nanoparticles 1-5 nm (average 2 nm) in diameter on carbon nano 

onions (CNOs) are accessible using a simple and scalable one-step batch method. This 

technique involves pre-treatment of acid digested CNOs with H2PtCl6 prior to reduction using 

hydrogen at ambient conditions, with the composite material being electrochemically active. 

The effect of different Pt loading, surface treatment, and the processing temperature on the 

dispersion of platinum nanoparticles on the CNOs has been studied in detail. 

 

 

Graphitic carbon substrates in the form of carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs),1 carbon nanofibers (CNFs),2 and graphene sheets3 are 

highly conductive scaffolds with impressive mechanical and 

structural properties. Their large surface areas offer scope for 

dispersing noble metal nanoparticles with enhanced 

functionality. Indeed carbon-supported metal catalysts have 

promising electrochemical activity for application in chemical 

sensors4 and fuel cells.5 

Related to the above forms of carbon are the so called carbon 

nano onions (CNOs). The electrochemical performance of 

CNOs for potential use as supercapacitor electrodes has been 

studied and reviewed in detail.6 Decorating them with metal 

nanoparticles has also attracted considerable attention in 

heterogeneous catalysis and for use in high capacity Li-ion 

batteries where there is excellent cycling performance.7 

Recently we demonstrated that CNOs can be produced with a 

low-cost large-scale methane cracking method,8 thereby laying 

down the foundation for the industrial uptake of this unique 

carbon nanomaterial. Furthermore, a vortex fluidic device 
(VFD) has been shown to produce CNOs-Pd and CNOs-Pt 

nanocrystalline hybrid materials for sensor and fuel cell 

applications.9 In previous work, plasma etching and p-

phosphonic acid calix[8]arene had been used as surface 

modification strategies to disperse CNOs, 9a,9b resulting in 2 ̶ 7 

nm Pd and ~20 nm Pt being deposited onto CNOs, depending 

on the speed of VFD. 

In the present paper, in contrast with our earlier work,
9
 the 

CNOs can be directly decorated by ~2 nm Pt nanoparticles with 

uniform distribution and high density using hydrogen as the 

reducing agent in a simple and passive setup, thereby obviating 

the use of any harsh surface modification of CNOs and any 

special high-speed device. The results establish a relatively cost 

effective, benign and scalable batch process, auguring for easy 

adoption in standard industrial reactors. Raw CNOs were first 

treated with nitric acid to eliminate the encapsulated catalyst 

responsible for decomposing methane to carbon and hydrogen. 

Decoration thereafter with well distributed Pt nanoparticles of 

~2 nm diameter was achieved using a simple and scalable one-

step method, as shown in Fig. 1. This involves the use of 

hydrogen gas at ambient pressure as the reducing agent for 

H2PtCl6 in a CNO suspension. Moreover, the use of hydrogen 

rather than ascorbic acid, avoids any preferential facet growth 

directed by the reducing agent and/or its oxidised form. In this 

study, the effects of the concentration of Pt-precursors, different 

CNO pre-treatment methods, and temperature were examined 

to demonstrate control over the size, morphology and 

dispersion of Pt nanoparticles decorated on the CNOs. 

Furthermore, we also demonstrate the significant 

electrocatalytic behaviour of the Pt-decorated CNOs, thereby 

providing an attractive prospect for application of the material 

in various industrial applications.  
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Experimental 

Materials 

CNOs, which were synthesized by a methane cracking 

method,Error! Bookmark not defined. were initially suspended in 

concentrated nitric acid (HNO3) and ultrasonicated for 1 hour, 

followed by refluxing at 180°C overnight to remove metallic 

impurities. The product was filtered, washed with Milli-Q water 

several times and then dried in an oven at 120 °C.  

Aqueous solutions of hexachloroplatinic(IV) acid (H2PtCl6), 

HNO3 and H2SO4 and other reagents were of analytical grade 

and were used as received. All aqueous solutions were prepared 

with Milli-Q water. 

Preparation of Pt/CNOs composites 

0.5, 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, and 15 µL of Pt precursor, as 0.1 mol/L 

H2PtCl6 solution was dropped into 0.5 mL CNOs suspension 

solution with a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL. The solution was 

ultrasonicated for 5 min then aged for at least ~24 hours at 

room temperature. Excess Pt(IV) complex was removed by 

high-speed centrifugation (~16 900× g, 30 min) at room 

temperature. The resultant supernatant was withdrawn using a 

pipette, and then the sediment was re-dispersed in Milli–Q 

water, and centrifuged with this operation repeated three times. 

A suspension solution of CNOs-H2PtCl6 was placed into a test 

tube, and hydrogen gas was purged into it for 10 min at room 

temperature, as shown in Fig. 1. The resulting solutions were 

centrifuged three times as above, to remove any residual Pt 

nanoparticles in solution. A successful scale-up decoration 

using the proposed method was also carried out with 12.5 mL 

(in contrast with 0.5 mL) CNOs suspension solution with a 

similar procedure as above, which augurs well for the further 

scalability of this decoration process.  

The syntheses were carried out under the same experimental 

conditions using plasma-etched CNOs as the starting material 

for comparison. The plasma-etched CNOs were treated using a 

GaLa Instrument PlasmaPrep in ambient air. 

 

Characterization techniques 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements were 

carried out on a ZEISS 1555 VPSEM. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and high resolution TEM (HRTEM) 

measurements were conducted on a JEOL-2100 transmission 

electron microscope. The TEM samples were prepared by 

transferring one drop of the suspension on a 200 mesh carbon-

coated copper TEM grid. Raman spectra were also acquired on 

CNO samples using a Witec alpha300R Raman microscope 

with excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm (≤ 5 mW). 20 to 30 

single spectra were recorded with a x40 objective (Numerical 

Aperture 0.60) for each sample at approximately 5 separate 

locations within each sample. Typical integrations times were 

between 30 to 120 seconds for 2 to 3 accumulations per 

spectrum. XPS data were acquired using a VG ESCALAB220i-

XL spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical analyser. The 

incident radiation was monochromatic Al Kα X-rays (1486.6 

eV) at 220 W (22 mA and 10kV). Survey (wide) and high 

resolution (narrow) scans were taken at analyser pass energies 

of 100 eV. Survey scans were carried out over 1200-0 eV 

binding energy range with 1.0 eV step size and 100 ms dwell 

time. Narrow high resolution scans were run over 20 eV (or 

40eV for Fe) binding energy range with 0.05 eV step size and 

250 ms dwell time. Base pressure in the analysis chamber was 

below 7.0x10-9 mbar. A low energy flood gun was used to 
compensate the surface charging effect. All data were processed 

using CasaXPS software. 

Electrochemical measurements 

Electrochemical measurements were performed on a Gamry 

Reference 600 Potentiostat. A conventional three-electrode 

system was used including a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, a Pt 

wire as the counter electrode and the Pt/CNOs with various Pt 

amount as the working electrode. All the electrochemical data 

were reported versus Ag/AgCl. Glassy carbon (GC) disk 

electrodes (3 mm diameter) were employed, which were 

polished successively by aluminum oxide particles on cloth 

polishing pads and then washed in milli-Q water under 

ultrasonication. In order to prepare the working electrode, the 

Pt-decorated CNOs samples were centrifuged to a final higher 

concentration, and was placed onto a GC electrode, and dried 

under a lamp for 1 hour. 1.0 M H2SO4 (Scharlau, 95-97% 

reagent grade) was used as the electrolytic solution. Cyclic 

voltammetry (CV) measurements of the work electrodes were 

performed in a potential range of  ̶ 0.3 to 1.28 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) 

with scanning rate of 200 mV s-1. 

Results and discussion 

After introducing hydrogen into the suspension solution of 

CNOs-H2PtCl6 for 10 min at room temperature, the products in 

the test tube were centrifuged and collected. SEM and TEM 

were used to analyse the CNOs before and after decoration. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2a, raw CNOs from methane cracking are 

numerous quasi-spheres in the range of 50-200 nm in diameter 

encapsulating catalyst nanoparticles (Fig. 2a inset), with CNT as 

a minor side product. Complete removal of the catalyst and 

functionalization of the CNOs is accomplished through liquid-

phase oxidation using concentrated nitric acid at 90 °C for 24 

hours. The purified CNO exhibits a hollow onion-like structure, 

Fig. 2b. The lattice fringes in HRTEM image show the 

characteristics of graphitic carbon, in which a d-spacing of 0.34 

nm (indicated by parallel lines) corresponds to the (002) plane 

spacing, Fig. 2c and inset. As shown in Fig. 2d, the CNOs were 

successfully decorated with a dense and uniform distribution of 

Pt nanoparticles, in contrast with the purified CNO, Fig. 2b. The 

HRTEM images, Fig. 2e, show that the Pt nanoparticles are 

quasispherical in shape with an average size of ~2 nm. As 

calculated from Fig. 2d, there is ~1 Pt nanoparticle per 100 nm2 

of CNOs, with an average surface area of about 13 nm2 for each 

Pt nanoparticle. The lattice fringes of the Pt nanoparticles in 

Fig. 2e show a d-spacing of 0.23 nm (as indicated by parallel 

lines) which coincides with a face centred cubic (fcc) Pt(111). 
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The selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern, Fig. 2f, is 

consistent with the results of TEM analysis. The lattice 

parameters calculated from the SAED data also established that 

Pt nanoparticles had been decorated onto the CNOs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raman spectra, comparing as-prepared and purified CNOs,  

Fig. 3, consist of the D band near 1350 cm-1  accompanied by a 

D' band at 1617 cm-1 related to a disordered graphitic structure, 

and a G band at 1580 cm-1 associated with a crystalline 

graphitic structure. The peaks at the higher regions (2300 to 

3300 cm-1) are assigned to overtone and combinational 

scattering of the G and D bands.10 The G/D peak intensity ratio 

has been used to determine the relative degree of disordered 

carbon and other structural imperfections in CNOs.11 

An average of the G/D ratios for each sample was calculated 

and displayed in Table 1. The G/D ratios for raw and purified 

CNOs were found to be 2.3 and 1.3, respectively, suggesting 

the highly graphitic nature of the samples. Purified CNOs 

manifests a number of functional groups due to the nitric acid 

treatment, such as hydroxyl, carboxyl and carbonyl groups.12 

The creation of functional groups produces defects (and 

therefore disorder) in the CNO structure and decreases the G/D 

peak intensity ratio. Moreover, the presence of oxygen on the 

surface coordinates the metal centres which on reduction, 

allows for the nucleation, growth and attachment of platinum 

nanoparticles. 

 

Table 1 G/D ratios from Raman test for each sample 

 

Sample G/D ratio 
Error (1 standard 

deviation) 

Raw CNOs 2.3 0.3 

Purified CNOs 1.3 0.1 

Purified CNOs 

with H2PtCl6 acid 
1.2 0.1 

Pt decorated 

CNOs 
1.4 0.2 

 

The control showed that CNOs cannot be decorated without 

using hydrogen, although as shown in Fig. 4a-b, a small amount 

of unattached agglomerated Pt nanoparticles were found. 

Moreover, the decoration procedure is easily scalable by 

increasing the initial amount of CNOs suspension and H2PtCl6 

solution, and the corresponding period of hydrogen reduction, 

as shown in Fig. 4c-d. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raman spectra of raw and purified CNOs, and CNO-

H2PtCl6 before and after H2 reduction.

 

Fig. 4. TEM images of CNOs-H2PtCl6 (a-b) before and (c-d) 

after H2 reduction using a scale-up decoration procedure.

 

 

(a) SEM and TEM (inset) images of raw CNOs, (b-c) 

TEM and HRTEM images with SAED pattern (inset) of the 

purified CNOs, (d-f) TEM and HRTEM images, and SAED 

pattern of Pt-decorated CNOs with 0.1 M H2PtCl6 precursor of 5 

µL added into the CNOs
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was used to 

characterize the raw, purified, CNOs-H2PtCl6 and its H2-

reduced products. The C1s and O1s peaks are present in all 

samples, Fig. 5a. However, the oxygen amount in the purified 

CNOs (4.97 at.%) was significantly higher on the surface of the 

CNOs as compared to the as-received raw CNOs (2.38 at.%); 

indicating surface oxidation by the acid treatment. After the 

addition of H2PtCl6 into CNOs suspension, the expected Pt4f 

peaks were observed for the samples before and after H2 

reduction. From the expanded Pt4f region, Fig. 5b, the oxidation 

states of the metal centres can be identified as Pt(II) and Pt(IV) 

prior to H2 reduction. After H2 reduction, the peaks ascribed to 

Pt(II) and Pt(IV) are dwarfed by a low energy band centred at 

71.5 eV and a high energy band at 74.9 eV which indicate the 

presence of a significant amount of metallic Pt(0). XPS results 

established that the Pt amount before and after H2 reduction are 

0.47 at% and 2.12 at%, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Controlling the size, morphology and dispersion of noble 

metal nanoparticles on the various types of carbon supports has 

been a major challenge.13 There are many parameters associated 

with the decoration procedure that affect the reduction process, 

the particle size and distribution. These include the choice of 

reducing agent, the use and nature of any surfactants, any pre-

treatment processing of the carbon substrate, temperature and 

pH. 9,13 

In this investigation, the growth density of the Pt 

nanoparticles was controlled through adjusting the initial 

amount of Pt precursor added from 1, 2, 5, 7, 10 to 15 µL as 0.1 

mol/L H2PtCl6 solution into 0.5 mL CNO suspension (0.2 

mg/mL), Fig. 6. The concentration of H2PtCl6 precursor in the 

CNO suspension was 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 1.4, 2.0, and 3.0 mM, 

respectively. The metal loading of all the Pt-decorated CNOs is 

summarized in Table 2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Pt% for each sample in CNOs suspension 

 

Volume of 0.1 

mol/L H2PtCl6 

(µL) 

Mass 

of Pt 

(mg) 

Pt loading of  

Pt/CNOs 

 (wt %) 

1 0.02 20 

2 0.04 40 

5 0.1 100 

7 0.14 140 

10 0.2 200 

15 0.3 300 

 

When 1 µL of 0.1 mol/L H2PtCl6 precursor was added into 

the CNO suspension, a low density of Pt particles resulted on 

the surface of CNOs, Fig. 6a. This suggests that the 

concentration of the Pt precursor was too low to decorate all 

CNOs. Increasing the amount of Pt precursor to 2.0, then 5.0 

µL revealed an increase in density of the decorated Pt 

nanoparticles, Fig. 6b and 6c, while maintaining the average 

 

Fig. 5. XPS spectra of (a) the raw CNO, purified CNOs, CNOs-

H2PtCl6 before and after H2 reduction, (b) the Pt4f region for the 

aforementioned samples. 

 

Fig. 6. TEM images of Pt@CNOs composites formed using 0.1 

M H2PtCl6 precursor of (a) 1 µL, (b) 2 µL, (c) 5 µL, (d) 7 µL, (e) 

10 µL and (f) 15 µL. 

 

Fig. 5. XPS spectra of (a) the raw CNO, purified CNOs, CNOs-

H2PtCl6 before and after H2 reduction, (b) the Pt4f region for 

the aforementioned samples. 
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size of the Pt nanoparticles at approximately 2 nm. Pt 

nanoparticles with the average size of 4 nm increased when the 

amount of H2PtCl6 added was greater than 7.0 µL, as shown in 

particle size histograms, Fig. 6 inset. Moreover, at this 

concentration the Pt nanoparticles began to agglomerate, Fig. 

6d. Once the amount of Pt precursor was increased to 15 µL, 

very large agglomerates were evident, Fig. 6f. As shown in Fig. 

2 and Fig 6, the uniform distribution and highest density of Pt 

particles resulted from 40 to 100 wt% Pt loading in the Pt-

decorated CNOs, as shown in Table 2. 

To study how temperature can change the size, morphology 

and decoration density of Pt nanoparticles, reactions were 

carried out at room temperature, 50 °C, 60 °C and 90°C using 

2.0 µL Pt precursor, Fig. 7. The results show that the particle 

size was maintained at ~2 nm, independent of temperature, and 

there was no noticeable effect on the quantity of platinum 

decorated on CNOs. This data establishes that room 

temperature generates the optimum results, which has the lower 

energy requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As mentioned earlier, the in situ functionalization of the 

CNOs is a benefit of this process, as non-functionalized 

graphitic substrates tend to result in the agglomeration of metal 

nanoparticles in large clusters. This is largely due to the 

complexity of dispersing metal nanoparticles uniformly on an 

inert surface.14 Although the acid-treated CNOs already possess 

charged sites, in order to identify if further sites would enhance 

the Pt-NP distribution, further pre-treatment was done using 

plasma etching in ambient air. As shown in Fig. 8, the use of 

plasma etching after the acid treatment had no obvious effect in 

improving the particle size and distribution of the Pt 

nanoparticles decorated on the CNOs. Furthermore, plasma-

etched CNOs tended to result in free-standing Pt nanoparticles, 

with a lower density of CNOs decoration. It appears that the 

extra surface modification involved in the plasma etching 

promoted inter-growth of free standing metal particles over 

particles on the surface of CNOs.3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 0.1 M H2SO4 solution was used 

to evaluate the electrocatalytic potential of Pt-decorated CNOs 

generated using various concentrations of the platinum 

precursor. While CV has been commonly used to evaluate the 

electrochemical activity of Pt/C materials as a catalyst for fuel 

cells,15 there has been little emphasis on CNOs-based material. 

CNO, as a highly graphitic material, is an attractive support due 

to its high electrical conductivity, large surface area, and 

exceptionally fast charge-discharge rates.
6
 Herein, all Pt-

decorated CNOs had significantly greater redox activity than 

the blank glassy carbon (GC) electrode, Fig. 9. The inset in Fig. 

9a shows that the acid-treated CNOs display Faradaic peaks at 

0.4 V and of  ̶ 0.2 vs Ag/AgCl. This Faradaic current can be 

ascribed to the surface groups introduced during the oxidative 

acid treatment.16 Close to identical CV curves have been 

observed in acid-treated CNTs.16b The acid treatment in general 

introduces defect sites on the CNO surface, thereby increasing 

the edge plane-like structure which has been suggested to 

 

Fig. 7. TEM images of Pt@CNOs decorated at (a) room 

temperature, (b) 50 °C, (c) 60 °C and (d) 90 °C. 

 

 

Fig. 8. TEM images of Pt decorated on plasma-etched CNOs 

with the amount of (a) 2 µL and (b) 5 µL Pt precursor. The inset 

images are the free-standing Pt nanoparticles in the two samples. 

 

Fig. 9. Cyclic voltammograms of CNOs decorated with Pt 

nanoparticles in 1.0 M H2SO4 at a scan rate of 200 mV/s for (a) 

the glassy carbon electrode, purified CNOs, pure Pt, and 

Pt@CNOs with 7µL  H2PtCl6, and (b) CNOs decorated with 

different amount of H2PtCl6 precursor.  
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increase oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) activity. According 

to the literature, CNTs with a greater percentage of edge planes 

have increased electrocatalytic activity over CNTs with a 

greater percentage of basal planes.16 Therefore the introduction 

of more defects and hence edge planes into the surface of 

CNOs may enhance electrocatalytic activity. 

As shown in Fig. 9a, the Pt-decorated CNOs exhibit the 

characteristic hydrogen adsorption/desorption and reversible 

oxidation peaks of Pt. The change in electrocatalytic potential 

of the various Pt-decorated CNOs formed from different 

concentrations of H2PtCl6 can be seen in Fig. 9b. The hydrogen 

adsorption/desorption and platinum oxidation peaks increased 

in intensity with increased concentration of the Pt precursor 

added from 2.0 to 7.0 µL, due to the increased density of Pt 

nanoparticles on CNOs. The increasing trend ends at the 10 µL 

sample, which had a similar peak intensity to the 7 µL sample 

and reverses at 15 µL sample where the peak intensity 

decreased. This can be explained by the agglomeration of the Pt 

nanoparticles as highlighted in Fig. 6, thereby leading to a 

decrease in the Pt surface area.  

Conclusions 

We have demonstrated a facile and scalable batch method to 

decorate Pt nanoparticles on CNOs without the need for any 

surface modification and special high-speed device. The 

method allows for aqueous processing and control over 

nanoparticle decoration density. We have established that CNOs 

enjoy a more uniform distribution and highest density of Pt 

nanoparticles with 40-100 wt% Pt loading. Furthermore, the Pt-

decorated CNO composites show promising electrocatalytic 

activity and the CNOs can be produced cost effectively using a 

large-scale methane cracking method. These advantages may 

translate to the use of the composite material in PEM fuel cells 

and other electrochemical applications, with an inherent 

economic advantage. The full potential of CNO as 

electrochemical power sources still needs to be investigated, 

and the future is very promising.  
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